Introduction {#S1}
============

Previous research on material perception has largely focused on passive viewing of either real-world images or digitally produced images of material properties and classes, in which it has been found that we are relatively fast at recognizing and categorizing materials based on visual appearance alone ([@B50], [@B51]; [@B27]; [@B25]). However, as we move around in our environment actively exploring, we rarely perceive materials in static and passive scenes ([@B29]). Nevertheless, despite the growing interest in material perception as an active process, less is known about how the visual appearance of material properties are incorporated into motor planning. Especially when conducting a seemingly effortless everyday task using familiar object, such as reaching for a cup of coffee in the morning.

One of many challenges in research on visual material perception is to understand how material properties that are intrinsic to an object, and usually perceived through touch, are visually estimated and anticipated. Before lifting an object, we anticipate the required kinematics and force to lift the object using the provided visual information and memory of previous sensorimotor experience of interacting with similar objects. Such anticipation is interesting considering that some material properties are almost exclusively perceived haptically (e.g., weight and hardness) or visually (e.g., color and glossiness) while other properties, such as size and shape, are readily accessible via both sensory systems ([@B36]; [@B56]). Despite the complexity of the provided sensory information we seem to anticipate them effortlessly.

A growing number of studies ([@B30], [@B31]; [@B36]; [@B20]; [@B39]; [@B22], [@B21]; [@B14]; [@B10], [@B11]; [@B5]) have shown that we are fairly good at anticipating appropriate application of grip-force when reaching for objects, as we are equipped with internal models that allow the grasping to be planned and adjusted accordingly to avoid slippage. These models are long-term priors formed through time with repeated experience of objects having certain visual appearances, weight, and density. Such as a size-weight association, that proposes that larger objects are normally heavier than smaller objects, and a material-density association, that proposes that objects made of materials with high density are heavier than objects with low density.

Due to its tender age as a research field, material perception has been largely studied using passive viewing of images of material properties and classes. Such approach disregards the impact of materials in a real-world setting. In the present study, we therefore examined the role of visual material properties in motor planning when handling familiar objects. In particular, we examined how changes in material surface appearance, and object weight, resulted in changes in motor movements. A seated reaching task was conducted, in which thin-walled paper cups, that varied in weight and glossiness, were grabbed and transported. We used a motion capture technology to accurately record the movement speed and movement position in three dimensions to achieve both temporal and spatial data for our analysis.

The role of object weight has been well-established in reach-to-grasp studies, whereas less is known about how such tactile information is anticipated based on the visual characteristics of the material category. Although few studies have addressed the noteworthy role of perceived surface texture and surface friction in prehension ([@B18]; [@B23]; [@B43]), the investigation of the role of visual material properties in prehension is remarkably little, especially when using familiar objects. Conceptually, surface gloss is perceived visually but it can convey tactile information, such as friction. [@B1] demonstrated such cross-modal relationship between surface gloss and perceived friction. Using discrimination paradigm, they presented computer-generated objects to their participants, either visually on a screen or haptically using a Phantom force feedback device, and found that slipperiness had a positive relationship with objects with shiny surfaces. Additionally, longer approaching times have been reported when reaching for slippery objects compared to objects with high friction (e.g., [@B18]; [@B43]).

On that note, it would be interesting to see if cross-modal relationships can be found for other material properties. In particular if hardness can be anticipated using the object's surface gloss, given that some objects with glossy appearances happen to be made of hard materials (e.g., plastic mobile cases, cutlery, and laminated paper). Although, [@B1] found no correlation between perceived glossiness and physical compliance, and no relationship between physical surface gloss and perceived compliance. It would be interesting to examine if this is the case for real objects made of materials that are familiar to the observer, instead of phantom objects. Considering that both material category and context have plausible roles in anticipating the direction of the relationship between surface gloss and hardness. For instance, melted butter has glossy appearance and soft quality, whereas a glossy snooker ball has hard qualities. In the current study, we wanted to examine if glossiness could convey information about the hardness of the object when interacting with real objects. We used familiar objects made of similar materials, except some of them were altered with layers of varnish to create a glossy appearance and that way a different material appearance. Besides our interest in the role of surface gloss and object weight in prehension, we were also interested in the subjective impression of hardness based on the visual appearance of the objects alone as an additional measurement, to provide new and exciting data about material perception in motor control.

The kinematics of prehension are comprised of reaching and grasping. In reaching the hand is guided to the targeted location, whereas in grasping the observer prepares the grip by opening and closing the hand according to the targeted object's properties ([@B34], [@B35]). Given that prehension is planned with the purpose of the action in mind ([@B32]; [@B23]; [@B49]), we anticipated changes in both the temporal- and spatial components of reaching and grasping due to changes in material appearance of cups, in which we expected the participants to trade speed for precision when interacting with cups that required cautious manipulation due to their disposition ([@B19]; [@B4]; [@B45]). Besides recording maximum velocity (peak velocity) in reaching and transportation movements, we were especially interested in the adjustment time period in reaching, that is the deceleration period between the peak velocity of the reach and the moment of object contact. For the reason that such temporal phase reflects movement planning based on the object's identity rather than its location alone ([@B46]; [@B16]; the term adjustment time is originally used by [@B48]). We were also interested in the size of the maximum grip aperture (MGA) during reaching, and how early the MGA appeared for the different types of material properties when reaching for the cups. Moreover, we examined if the same material properties examined for the temporal data, influenced the spatial components of prehension, in particular the selection of grip position during the object contact. Grasping thin-walled deformable objects like paper cups requires a careful movement by the hand and appropriate grip position, where one needs to anticipate not only the weight of the cup but also its local stiffness points and its COM. Such anticipation is important, because applying too much grip force when grabbing a cup will dent it and cause a spillage of its content, while applying too little grip force will result in rotation and failing to hold the cup. Moreover, pouring a liquid into the cup alters its COM, and increases its density, which consequently creates a harder substance. We therefore expect grip preparation and anticipated hardness to be reflected in both the collected temporal- and the spatial data.

To summarize, we performed a seated reaching task to examine the contribution of weight of a material and surface gloss in reaching, grasping, and transporting paper cups. We were especially interested in the spatio-temporal data of the first encounters with the objects during the experiment, as they reflect expectations based visual properties and general knowledge of materials, rather than the direct tactile information. Specifically, we were interested in knowing if the motor movements and selection of grip position involved visual perception of hardness. That is, if a relationship exists between perceived glossiness and anticipated hardness. If the spatio-temporal components of the hand movements are affected by the plausible relationship between surface gloss and rated hardness, it would indicate a strategy, in which an association between what a material looks like and what it feels like, is anticipated in order to facilitate prehension. On the other hand, if no such relationship is found, it would indicate that the two material properties are processed independently.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

Twenty right-handed participants (seven females) with average age of 28 ± 6 years were recruited on Lund University campus to participate in the study. All participants gave their consent to participate in the study. Due to technical error when collecting the data, few of the participants had missing data in several trials because the cameras could not detect the reflective markers due to their small size and proximity to one another. Six participants were therefore removed from the analysis, and instead we report an analysis for 14 right-handed participants (five females) with the average age of 29 ± 8 years. Considering the smaller sample size than originally planned, *a posteriori* sensitivity power analysis was conducted to determine the minimum detectible effect size for our sample size in terms of Cohen's f, using the power analysis software G^∗^Power 3 ([@B17]). The power analysis for our sample size (*N* = 14) allowed us to identify a medium effect size of 0.27 Cohen's f, with 80% power, and alpha of 0.05.

Stimuli {#S2.SS2}
-------

The experimental stimuli were eight drinking cups made of white paper lined with wax. The cups were presented either in their original appearances, matte (*N* = 4) or were altered to have shiny appearances (*N* = 4), by first applying two layers of glossy varnish using a soft foam roller to achieve smooth texture, then a permanent clear lacquer spray with high-gloss finish. Examples of the stimuli are seen in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Source Four^®^ jr^TM^ ellipsoidal reflector spotlight with 575W high performance lamp with 50° beam angle (Electronic Theater Controls, Inc.) was positioned on the left of the participant, casting the light diagonally to make the shiny appearance of the stimuli more apparent (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between the spotlight and the stimulus when located on position A was 140 and 180 cm when on position B. The stimuli had the shape of a conical frustum and had the capacity for 35 cl, and measured 114 mm in height and 57 mm outer diameter at the bottom of the cup and 87 mm at the top, and weighed 11 g. Each appearance, matte and shiny, had two empty cups and two cups with added weight (liquid), in which one of each had a lid on, a white printing paper, to hide the content of the cup. The added weight was a liquid at room temperature, and weighed together with the cup 252 g. With emphasis on our test exemplar, and according to [@B2] model of grasp planning for deformable objects, there are three possible surface areas that afford secure object contact when lifting deformable cups, namely the base and the top due to their attached supportive rings, and the cup's COM. Holding the cups close to the COM is desirable as it prevents object rotation, and ensures a surface space above it during an upward lifting for repositioning the hand in case the cup starts to slide downward due to its weight. We asked our participants to grab the cups as they would normally do when reaching for a cup, that is to position their grip somewhere on the surface between the base and the top of the cup, using their whole hand.

![Examples of the experimental stimuli: matte stimulus with hidden content **(left)**, shiny stimulus with hidden content **(center)**, and matte stimulus with visible content **(right)**.](fpsyg-11-00215-g001){#F1}

![The experimental setup in the motion capture studio. The cups were kept hidden behind a divider and presented by the experimenter one at a time to the participant on location A. Then the participant reached for the cup on location A and transported it to location B. The horizontal distance between locations A and B is 40 cm, and the vertical distance between location A and the start position is 40 cm. The spotlight is positioned on the left of the participant with a distance of 140 cm from location A, casting light diagonally.](fpsyg-11-00215-g002){#F2}

Motion Capture System {#S2.SS3}
---------------------

The Qualisys motion capture system (Qualisys AB, Gothenburg, Sweden) operated with eight high-speed infrared cameras (Oqus 5 + series) was used to capture the motion data in three dimensions. The infrared cameras together with Qualisys track manager (QTM), a tracking software, recorded and located the position of each reflective marker in a three-dimensional space and in real-time. The motion capture system was also operated with one video camera (Oqus 210c), which was used for post-processing. The infrared cameras recorded at the sampling rate of 100 Hz. Five spherical markers made of reflective polystyrene (7 mm in diameter) were attached on the fingernails of each finger, and three markers were attached on the top of each experimental stimulus (*N* = 8). Marker positions were tracked in three dimensions, and coordinate values X (front--back), Y (left--right), Z (up--down), were exported into MATLAB 8.1.0.604 and R (R2013a) for further evaluation. The motion capture system was calibrated for each participant using a Wand calibration system, which consists of two calibration objects. A stationary L-shaped reference object (200 mm × 350 mm at size), which indicated the orientation and origin of the coordinate system (X-, Y-, and Z-axes), and a T-shaped wand (600 mm distance between the two reflective markers on the horizontal line), which was moved through the volume defining the experimental space. Calibration with average tracking residuals per camera below 0.4 mm was considered suitable for the experiment.

Design and Procedures {#S2.SS4}
---------------------

Each participant was given chance to get familiar with the experimental task, in which they went through one hypothetical trial of reaching and transporting an object from location A to location B. Next, each participant went through five blocks of test trials, where each block comprised of eight trials, in which each stimulus was presented once, a total of 40 trials per subject. All trials were randomized and counterbalanced across participants. The eight stimuli were four matte and four shiny cups, in which half of them contained liquid and the other half contained nothing. Then, half of the cups from each surface appearance were presented with a lid on to hide their content, and the other half with visible content (no lid). A seven-points semantic differential scale was used to collect subjective ratings of the stimuli in the study, where the participants verbally rated the visual appearance of the eight stimuli using the three bipolar dimensions; heaviness, hardness, and glossiness, both before and after interacting with the stimuli. The scales were as follow. *Heaviness:* if you were to lift the object how heavy would it feel? Low values represent light (light as a feather) and high values represent heavy (heavy as a book), ranging from (1) Very light, (2) Light, (3) Somewhat light, (4) Neutral, (5) Somewhat heavy, (6) Heavy, (7) Very heavy. *Hardness:* if you were to touch the object, would you be able to change the shape of the object using your hand? Low values represent soft (easily with a small force) and high values represent hard (difficult with a small force), ranging from (1) Very soft, (2) Soft, (3) Somewhat soft, (4) Neutral, (5) Somewhat hard, (6) Hard, (7) Very hard. *Glossiness: how shiny is the object?* Low values represent matte (matte as a writing paper) and high values represent shiny (shiny as a mobile phone screen), ranging from (1) Very matte, (2) Matte, (3) Somewhat matte, (4) Neutral, (5) Somewhat shiny, (6) Shiny, (7) Very shiny. The feather used as a reference was a rook feather that weighed less than a gram that are usually found around the university campus, and the book weighed 406 g (height 210 mm, length 150 mm, and width 13 mm).

The total runtime was approximately 45 min, and the procedures were the following. The participant sat in front of a table with his/her eyes closed, left hand rested under the table and right hand rested on a marked start/end position on the table. The participant was told to always keep their hand on that position at the beginning and at the end of each trial. Each experimental trial started after the experimenter placed a new stimulus on location A, taken from a pool of stimuli hidden behind a cardboard, and signaled the participant to open the eyes and start. During the experiment, the stimuli were placed on thin soft coasters to avoid any loud sound feedback when contacting the experimental table, which could give away the weight of the cup. Then, the participant reached for the stimulus on location A and moved it to location B on the right, then released the hand and returned the hand back to start/end position. The participants were allowed to approach the cups using the whole hand (all fingers), to reach for the cups and transport them as quickly and accurately they could, and were asked to position the grip somewhere between the base and the top of the cup during the object lifting. Before the first block of trials, the participants were asked to verbally rate the experimental stimuli and again in the final block after they transported them. When the participant had completed the experiment, he/she was debriefed and thanked.

Data Analysis {#S2.SS5}
-------------

The data was analyzed using the statistical software R ([@B47]) and MATLAB 8.1.0.604 using the MoCap Toolbox ([@B12]). Linear mixed effect models (LMMs) were fitted for the spatio-temporal data using the *lme4* package in R ([@B3]). All models were assigned a random intercept for each participant to account for individual differences. Deviations from normality were determined by visual inspection using Q--Q probability plots. The results were analyzed in the following manner.

First, the motion capture recordings were coded for the eight stimuli and for each finger using the Qualisys software. For current study we were only interested in the position of the grip center on the stimuli rather than the spread of the hand when grasping the cups, thus we only included the recordings for three fingers, thumb, index- and middle finger for our analysis. Then, the Euclidean norms were used to calculate the magnitudes of velocities for the two selected motor sequences, reaching and transporting, using the MoCap Toolbox in Matlab. This was done to create one informative vector based on the length of the three-dimensional velocity vector, instead of working with three vectors, one for each direction (X, Y, Z). Afterward, the data was exported to R for further statistical analysis. The relevant motor sequences, reaching and transporting, were then visually identified and coded while the remaining ones were discarded. An onset of a reaching movement was determined when the participant moved the hand at the velocity speed above 30 mm/s over a minimum of 10 successive samples, from the starting position to reach for the stimulus in location A, and the grip (object contact) was determined when the velocity speed returned to below 30 mm/s over a minimum of 10 successive samples. The transportation movement consisted of lifting the stimulus from location A and transporting it to location B, using the same onset and offset time thresholds as used for the reaching movements. Adjustment time in reaching was measured as the duration of the temporal span between the peak velocity in reaching and the end of the reaching sequence, measured in milliseconds and peak velocity was defined as the maximum speed measured in velocity (mm/s) for each of the motor sequences: reaching and transporting. The temporal variables, adjustment time in reaching, peak velocity in reaching, and peak velocity in transporting, were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVAs and linear mixed model regression analysis (LMM).

Second, a spatial analysis was performed to examine the effect of material properties on the MGA and the selection of grip position. The COM of the cups was calculated for the two different weights, empty- and filled cups, by calculating the geometric centroid for a conical frustum (formula 1) and COM that included the object weight (formula 2), as seen in the following formulas.
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In formula 1, the centroid for the geometric shape of the cups and the liquid along the z-axis is calculated separately, in which *h* stands for respective vertical height of either the cup or the liquid in mm. *R*~1~ represents the initial radius in mm for the smaller surface area at the base of the cup and the liquid, whereas *R*~2~ represents the final radius in mm for the larger surface area at the top of the cup and the liquid. In formula 2, weight of the cup and the liquid are incorporated to get the COM for empty and filled cups, based on both the geometric shape and the weight of the cups and the liquid. Here COM represents the geometric centroid for the cups and the liquid respectively, *L*~*w*~ stands for the weight of the liquid in grams, and *C*~*w*~ for the weight of the cups in grams. An empty cup had its COM, measured along the vertical axis from the initial radius at the base of the cup to the final radius at the top, at 65 mm, whereas a cup with liquid had its COM at 46 mm. Next, we calculated the maximum distance (mm) between the thumb and the index finger during the reaching movement before the object contact to get the MGA, in which we were interested in both the size of the MGA for the different types of material properties and its timing. After, we examined the position coordinates of the grip during the object contact. First, the vertical position of the grip center (z-dimension) based on the average position coordinates of the thumb, the index finger, and the middle finger was found. Second, the degree of grip deviation from the COM, measured as the grip center's vertical distance from each object's COM in mm, in which positive values represented position coordinates above the COM and negative values represented position coordinates below the COM. The size and the position of MGA were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA, whereas the selection of grip position, and data from the first block of trials, were analyzed using linear mixed effects regression models.

Finally, the relationship between the object properties (surface and content) and the rated properties, heaviness, hardness, and glossiness, both as pre-reaching ratings and post-transportation ratings, were examined using cumulative link mixed models (CLMMs) using the *ordinal* package in R ([@B13]). Separate regression models were then conducted to examine the spatio-temporal data from the first block of trials, to see if the expected properties based on the pre-reaching ratings were reflected in the motor movements of the hand, or in the selection of grip position.

Results {#S3}
=======

We expected distinct temporal- and spatial patterns in motor movements, MGA, and grip position for the different types of cups due to learned associations between material appearance and intrinsic properties. Furthermore, we wanted to explore if the motor movements, MGA, as well as the position of the hand on the cups, were guided by the expected properties, especially visually perceived glossiness and hardness.

The First Impression of the Material Properties {#S3.SS1}
-----------------------------------------------

We were interested to know in what way the object properties influenced the subjective ratings, specifically before the first interaction with the cups. Thus, a cumulative link mixed regression analysis (CLMM) was conducted to examine the relationship between the object properties (surface appearance and content) and the rated properties (heaviness, hardness, and glossiness) based on the pre-reaching ratings. The expected properties represented as rated heaviness, hardness, and glossiness were computed by averaging over the seven items of the scale for each of the stimuli, separately for the pre-reaching ratings and the post-transportation ratings. The mean ratings of the scales for the eight stimuli are shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

![Mean rated heaviness, hardness, and glossiness for the eight stimuli. **(Left)** Ratings collected before reaching for the stimuli. **(Right)** Ratings collected after transporting the stimuli. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The two graphs suggest that the pre-reaching ratings are based on expectations whereas the post-transportation ratings are based on sensorimotor information. The figure also suggests strong categorical impressions of the properties, heaviness, and glossiness (bimodal values) whereas the impression of hardness is less defined.](fpsyg-11-00215-g003){#F3}

The CLMM analysis revealed statistically significant relations between the physical- and the rated properties. We found *rated heaviness* to be largely affected by the content of the cups, that is whether the cups contained liquid or not, *b* = 1.98, *SE* = 0.12, χ^2^(1) = 299.94, *p* \< 0.001. According to the pre-reaching ratings, the participants rated the filled cups to be heavier (*M* = 5.14, *SD* = 1.08) than the empty cups when the content was visible to them (*M* = 1.89, *SD* = 1.03), whereas rated heaviness was similar for the two object weights when the content of the cup was hidden using a lid (filled: *M* = 3.11, *SD* = 1.13; empty: *M* = 3.36, *SD* = 1.28). We also found the surface appearance, that is whether the cups had matte or varnished appearance, influenced the rated heaviness, *b* = 0.36, *SE* = 0.11, χ^2^(1) = 11.22, *p* \< 0.001, in which the shiny cups (*M* = 3.61, *SD* = 2.02) got rated heavier than matte cups (*M* = 3.42, *SD* = 1.89), both when the content was visible and hidden (shiny: *M* = 3.36, *SD* = 0.99; matte: *M* = 3.10, *SD* = 1.40). Intriguingly, we found *rated hardness* to be influenced by both the object weight and the surface appearance, in which filled cups got rated harder (*M* = 3.50, *SD* = 1.26) than empty cups when the content of the cups was visible (*M* = 2.46, *SD* = 0.84), *b* = 1.41, *SE* = 0.14, χ^2^(1) = 115.86, *p* \< 0.001, whereas when the content was hidden the filled and empty cups were rated similar in terms of hardness (filled: *M* = 2.96, *SD* = 1.17; empty: *M* = 3.04, *SD* = 1.00). Looking into the role of surface appearance in rated hardness we found when the content was visible, the participants rated the shiny cups (*M* = 3.14, *SD* = 1.15) to be harder than the matte cups (*M* = 2.82, *SD* = 1.22), *b* = 0.63, *SE* = 0.13, χ^2^(1) = 24.78, *p* \< 0.001. Whereas, the participants rated the two types of appearances to be similar in hardness when content was hidden (shiny: *M* = 3.04, *SD* = 1.04; matte: *M* = 2.96, *SD* = 1.14). For *rated glossiness* we found surface appearance largely influenced the impression of surface gloss, *b* = 6.89, *SE* = 0.28, χ^2^(1) = 1421.9, *p* \< 0.001, in which shiny cups got rated shinier than matte cups, both when the content was visible (shiny: *M* = 4.54, *SD* = 1.45; matte: *M* = 1.64, *SD* = 0.62), and when the content was hidden (shiny: *M* = 4.25, *SD* = 1.24; matte: *M* = 1.61, *SD* = 0.74). No significant effect of object weight (i.e., content) was found on rated glossiness, *b* = 0.13, *SE* = 0.11, χ^2^(1) = 0.23, p = n.s.

Velocity Speed and Adjustment Time in Reaching {#S3.SS2}
----------------------------------------------

Overall, the three experimental conditions, (1) the content of the cups (Content: Empty vs. Filled), (2) the appearance of the surface (Surface: Matte vs. Shiny), and (3) the visibility of the content (Feedback: Visible vs. Hidden) had no effect on the peak velocity (mm/s) in reaching. A repeated measures within-subjects ANOVA revealed no significant effect for content, surface appearance, or feedback on peak velocity in reaching, over the five blocks of trials: *content* (Empty: *M* = 1039.89, *SD* = 267.26, Filled: *M* = 1011.67, *SD* = 236.26), *F*(1,13) = 2.30, *p* = 0.15.; *surface appearance* (Matte: *M* = 1022.33, *SD* = 268.59, Shiny: *M* = 1029.22, *SD* = 235.54), *F*(1,13) = 0.52, *p* = 0.49.; and *feedback* (Visible: *M* = 1018.38, *SD* = 249.12, Hidden: *M* = 1033.17, *SD* = 255.89), *F*(1,13) = 0.61, *p* = 0.45. All two-way and three-way interactions were non-significant as well (all *p*s = n.s.).

Looking into the planning phase when the participants approached the cups, a repeated measures within-subjects ANOVA with content, surface appearance, and feedback as predictive variables and adjustment time (ms) in reaching as the dependent variable, revealed significant effect for content on the adjustment time over all five blocks of trials, *F*(1,13) = 71.76, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^G = 0.10. Overall the participants had longer adjustment times when reaching for filled cups (*M* = 1024 ms, *SD* = 212 ms), compared to empty cups (*M* = 881 ms, *SD* = 139 ms). No other main effect or interaction effects were found for the five blocks of trials together (all *p*s = n.s.). A Kruskal--Wallis test revealed the adjustment time distributions to be significantly non-identical across the five blocks of trials, χ^2^(4) = 14.54, *p* \< 0.001, which opted for a further examination of the adjustment times, block by block.

Comparison of Adjustment Times in Reaching {#S3.SS3}
------------------------------------------

To examine the role of expectations of material properties in reaching, we conducted a linear mixed model regression analysis on the adjustment times for each of the five blocks of trials, with particular interest in the first and the last block of trials for comparison purposes. Each model consisted of three predictive variables as fixed factors, which were the object weight (content), surface appearance, and the visibility of the content (feedback), and a random intercept for each participant. The LMM analysis for the first block of trials revealed significant effect of content, in which adjustment time increased when reaching for filled cups (*M* = 1192.32, *SD* = 421.50 ms) compared to empty cups (*M* = 939.46 ms, *SD* = 299.88 ms), *b* = 252.86, *SE* = 52.08, χ^2^(1) = 23.68, *p* \< 0.001. The analysis also showed the adjustment time to significantly increase when the participants reached for the cups with the matte appearance (*M* = 1120.54 ms, *SD* = 415.02 ms), compared to when the participants reached for the cups with the applied varnish (*M* = 1011.25 ms, *SD* = 349.03 ms), *b* = 109.29, *SE* = 52.08, χ^2^(1) = 4.40, *p* \< 0.05. The visibility of the content had, however, no effect on the deceleration phase in reaching, as no significant main effect was found for the variable feedback on adjustment time for the first block of trials, *b* = 70.71, *SE* = 52.08, χ^2^(1) = 1.84, p = n.s.

For comparison purposes, we conducted a LMM analysis for the last block of trials (block 5), which revealed both content and surface appearance to have significant effect on the adjustment time in reaching, although the effect of surface appearance on the adjustment time in the last block of trials was much smaller compared to the adjustment time in the first block of trials. The adjustment time increased when reaching for the filled cups (*M* = 1006.79 ms, *SD* = 287.53 ms), compared to the empty cups (*M* = 850.36 ms, *SD* = 237.95 ms), *b* = 156.43, *SE* = 38.75, χ^2^(1) = 16.30, *p* \< 0.001, and increased when reaching for the cups with the matte appearance (*M* = 967.14 ms, *SD* = 273.17 ms), compared to cups with the varnished appearance (*M* = 890.00 ms, *SD* = 272.21 ms), *b* = 77.14, *SE* = 38.75, χ^2^(1) = 3.96, *p* \< 0.05.

For the remaining blocks (2, 3, and 4), the LMM regression analysis revealed no significant effect of surface appearance (matte vs. shiny) or feedback (visible vs. hidden content) on the adjustment times in reaching (all ps = n.s.). Only the content of the cups, that is the object weight, influenced the adjustment time for those blocks of trials. For the second block of trials, the filled cups had significantly longer adjustment times (*M* = 1015.71 ms, *SD* = 291.67 ms) compared to empty cups (*M* = 895.36 ms, *SD* = 252.63 ms), *b* = 120.36, *SE* = 32.66, χ^2^(1) = 13.58, *p* \< 0.001. Similarly, filled cups had longer adjustment times (*M* = 922.50 ms, *SD* = 243.22 ms) compared to empty cups (*M* = 824.69 ms, *SD* = 235.12), *b* = 92.86, *SE* = 21.84, χ^2^(1) = 18.08, *p* \< 0.001 in the third block of trials. As well as in the fourth block of trials, in which filled cups (*M* = 982.86 ms, *SD* = 270.54 ms) had longer adjustment time compared to empty cups (*M* = 892.50 ms, *SD* = 256.81), *b* = 90.36, *SE* = 28.46, χ^2^(1) = 10.08, *p* \< 0.001. The results are illustrated in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Average adjustment times (ms) in reaching for each block of trials (*N* = 5) based on the cups content and surface appearance (material). Both variables, the weight of the cups and the surface gloss, had significant effect on the adjustment times during the first block of trials, and the last block of trials. The participants adopted longer adjustment times when reaching for cups with either matte appearance, or were filled with liquid (heavier). No significant effect was found for the feedback condition, indicating no difference in adjustment times when reaching for cups with or without lid.](fpsyg-11-00215-g004){#F4}

In order to examine if the varnished surface appearance had enhanced role in motor planning when the participants could not estimate the weight of the cups based on their content (cups with lids). We further analyzed the reaching movement for cups with hidden content only. Using LMM regression analysis on adjustment times when reaching for cups with lids on, we found no difference in adjustment times for the two types of surface appearances (matte vs. shiny). Both when examining all blocks of trials together (Matte: *M* = 955.64 ms, *SD* = 180.06 ms; Shiny: *M* = 936.86 ms, *SD* = 188.06 ms), *b* = −18.79, *SE* = 33.18, χ^2^(1) = 0.32, p = n.s., and when examining only the first block of trials (Matte: *M* = 1161.07 ms, *SD* = 447.88 ms; Shiny: *M* = 1041.43 ms, *SD* = 388.30ms), *b* = −22.21, *SE* = 31.84, χ^2^(1) = 0.49, p = n.s. In fact, we found no significant effect of visibility (feedback: visible vs. hidden) on the adjustment times in reaching, neither for all blocks of trials together, *b* = −13.00, *SE* = 22.96, χ^2^(1) = 0.32, p = n.s., nor for the first block of trials, *b* = 70.71, *SE* = 59.05, χ^2^(1) = 1.43, p = n.s.

Grip Aperture and Grip Position {#S3.SS4}
-------------------------------

Before we examined the selection of grip position for the different types of material properties, we looked into the grip preparation moment in reaching, in which we examined the size of the MGA and the timing of it. First, we measured the MGA before object contact, defined as the maximum metric distance (mm) between the thumb and the index finger, for each stimulus per participant. Using repeated measures ANOVA, we found no significant effect of content, surface appearance, or feedback, on the size of the MGA when analyzing all blocks of trials (all *p*s = n.s.). Moreover, LMM regression analysis for the first block of trials revealed no significant effect of the three predictive variables on MGA size either (all *p*s = n.s.). Overall, the average size of MGA was 119.61 mm (*SD* = 12.98 mm). Next, we looked into the timing of the MGA as measured from the movement start to the moment the aperture reached its maximum value. Using repeated measures ANOVA on all blocks of trials, we found the absolute timing of the MGA was not guided by the object properties or their visibility. Furthermore, LMM regression analysis on the first block of trials revealed no significant effect for the same variables on the absolute timing of MGA (all *p*s = n.s.). On the average, the MGA for the different types of cups was at 945.86 ms (*SD* = 296.09 ms) after the movement start.

We found, however, variations in the time point of MGA in proportion to the duration time of reaching per condition. As seen in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the duration times of reaching differs for the different types of cups depending on their properties, with average duration time ranging from 1401.14 ms (*SD* = 528.67 ms) to 1646.43 ms (*SD* = 699.55 ms). The figure also shows that the timing of MGA varies in proportion to the different presented duration times. Further examination using a repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant effect of object weight (content: filled vs. empty) on the time position of MGA in relations to the reaching duration time for the different types of cups. The MGA occurred earlier in time when reaching for filled cups (*M* = 61.67%, *SD* = 6.32%) compared to empty cups (*M* = 66.78%, *SD* = 7.53%), *F*(1,103) = 14.57, *p* \< 0.001. A similar ANOVA analysis on the first block of trials revealed object weight had a significant effect on the timing of MGA, as we found MGA occurred earlier when the participants reached for filled cups (*M* = 58.14%, *SD* = 9.07%) compared to empty cups (*M* = 65.86%, *SD* = 10.52%), *F*(1,103) = 16.71, *p* \< 0.001. No other main effects or interactions were found significant (all *p*s = n.s.).

![Average duration times in reaching (ms) for the different types of cups presented with respective average timing of the maximum grip aperture (MGA). The figure demonstrates MGA to occur earlier in time when reaching for cups with filled content (*M* = 61.67% after movement start) compared to empty and consequently lighter cups (*M* = 66.78% after movement start). This effect was present when the timing of MGA was examined in relation to the reaching duration times, but was absent when the timing of MGA was examined as the absolute time from movement start.](fpsyg-11-00215-g005){#F5}

The selection of grip position was examined using the vertical spatial position of the grip center of the hand, calculated as the average horizontal distance between the thumb, index-, and middle finger, using LMM. We were both interested in the grip position measured as the distance from the base of the cup in mm, and if the position deviated from the cups' center of the mass. When examining all blocks of trials together, the comparison of a full model to a nested model, revealed that the removal of *content* (empty, filled), χ^2^(2) = 66.58, *p* \< 0.001, as main effect significantly reduced the model fit, whereas the removal of *surface* (matte, shiny) did not significantly affect the model fit, χ^2^(2) = 0.19, p = n.s. Further regression analysis on the selection of grip position using a model with only content as fixed effect revealed grip position to be guided by the content of the cups, in which filled cups were grasped lower than empty cups, *b* = −4.11, *SE* = 0.49, χ^2^(1) = 70.73, *p* \< 0.001. Although the cups were on the average grasped at their respective COM, a further examination on the direction of grip deviations from the two types of COM, revealed an upward grip deviation for the empty cups, whereas we found a downward deviation for the filled cups with heavy properties, *b* = −13.90, *SE* = 0.68, χ^2^(2) = 516.5, *p* \< 0.001. Moreover, a LMM analysis on the selection of grip position for the first block of trials, using a model with only content as the fixed effect, revealed grip position to be affected by the content of the cups, in which filled cups were grasped significantly lower than empty cups, *b* = −2.26, *SE* = 0.81, χ^2^(1) = 7.72, *p* \< 0.01. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the relationship between the grip position and the COM of the cups, in which we found an upward grip deviation from COM for empty cups and downward deviation for filled cups, *b* = −16.57, *SE* = 1.10, χ^2^(2) = 160.11, *p* \< 0.001.

![Grip deviations from the center of mass (COM) in mm as a function of manipulated properties, for the first block of trials **(left)**, and across all blocks of trials **(right)**. The COM is measured from the base of the cups and is positioned at 65 mm for empty cups, and 46 mm for filled cups and is represented respectively as a zero on the y-scale. The error bars are standard errors. Significant difference was found between empty and filled cups. Surface is shown for comparison purposes.](fpsyg-11-00215-g006){#F6}

Comparison of Transportation Velocities {#S3.SS5}
---------------------------------------

Overall, a repeated measures ANOVA revealed the participants adopted slower transportation speed when reaching for filled cups (*M* = 657.46 mm/s, *SD* = 112.68 mm/s), compared to empty cups (*M* = 834.01 mm/s, *SD* = 171.62 mm/s), *F*(1,13) = 73.77, *p* \< 0.001, η^2^G = 0.36. No other main effect or interaction effects were found based on the overall performance (all *p*s = n.s.). A Kruskal--Wallis test revealed transportation peak velocity distributions to be significantly non-identical across the five blocks of trials, χ^2^(4) = 16.31, *p* \< 0.001, which called for further examination.

[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the comparison between the five blocks of trials for the velocity measurements in transportation, in which an LMM regression analysis revealed a dominant effect of object weight (content) on the transportation speed when moving the cups. For the first block of trials, the transportation speed (peak velocity) was significantly slower for filled cups (*M* = 600.48 ms, *SD* = 108.65 ms) compared to empty cups (*M* = 798.52 ms, *SD* = 191.55 ms), *b* = −198.03, *SE* = 18.30, χ^2^(1) = 117.00, *p* \< 0.01. As well as for block 2 (Filled: *M* = 686.18 ms, *SD* = 111.36 ms; Empty: *M* = 845.79 ms, *SD* = 686.18 ms), *b* = −159.61, *SE* = 18.67, χ^2^(1) = 73.12, *p* \< 0.01. For block 3 (Filled: *M* = 663.76 ms, *SD* = 102.77 ms; Empty: *M* = 853.93 ms, *SD* = 187.68 ms), *b* = −190.16, *SE* = 15.73, χ^2^(1) = 146.10, *p* \< 0.01. For block 4 (Filled: *M* = 694.92 ms, *SD* = 99.44 ms; Empty: *M* = 854.77 ms, *SD* = 143.87 ms), *b* = −159.85, *SE* = 12.19, χ^2^(1) = 172.00, *p* \< 0.01. For block 5 (Filled: *M* = 641.95 ms, *SD* = 117.86 ms; Empty: *M* = 817.06 ms, *SD* = 154.19 ms), *b* = −175.11, *SE* = 16.91, χ^2^(1) = 107.23, *p* \< 0.01. No significant effect was found for surface appearance (material) or for the visibility of the content (feedback), all *p*s = n.s.

![Peak velocity (mm/s) and standard errors when transporting the cups from location A to location B. The graphs show that the filled cups are moved significantly slower than empty cups (all ps \< 0.001), whereas no significant effect was found for surface appearance or visibility of the content on peak velocity in transporting.](fpsyg-11-00215-g007){#F7}

Expected Material Properties in Prehension and Transportation {#S3.SS6}
-------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} reveals the relationship between the rated properties and the spatio-temporal data. A LMM regression analysis on the effect of pre-reaching ratings on adjustment times for the first block of trials, revealed reaching to be significantly affected by the expectation of glossiness and hardness. We found rated glossiness, *b* = −144.58, *SE* = 60.51, χ^2^(1) = 4.23, *p* \< 0.05, and the interaction between rated hardness and glossiness, *b* = 39.43, *SE* = 19.36, χ^2^(1) = 4.14, *p* \< 0.05, to influence the adjustment time, whereas rated heaviness was found to have no effect on the adjustment time in reaching for the first block of trials, *b* = 105.68, *SE* = 55.93, χ^2^(1) = 3.48, *p* = 0.06. The figure shows longer planning phase, characterized by the longer adjustment times in reaching for cups with hard properties, which got longer the shinier the cups got rated. In comparison, the planning phase in reaching was shorter for cups with rated soft properties, and it got shorter the shinier the cups got rated. Indicating a distinct categorical perception for the two types of relationship directions. Moreover, when examining the relationship between the pre-reaching ratings and the selection of grip position, in which we found grip position to be affected by the rated glossiness, *b* = 2.36, *SE* = 0.83, χ^2^(1) = 7.77, *p* \< 0.01, and by the interaction between glossiness and hardness, *b* = −0.58, *SE* = 0.27, χ^2^(1) = 4.59, *p* \< 0.05, indicating that the spatio-temporal components of reaching and grasping are to some extend based on the visual impression of the material properties.

![**(left)** For the first block of trials, the estimated adjustment time based on LMM analysis for the interaction between the properties glossiness and hardness as based on the pre-reaching ratings. The figure shows cups assigned hard properties to have longer adjustment time than cups assigned soft properties, and that distinction to increase the shinier the cups got rated. **(right)** Estimated grip position based on LMM analysis for the same rated properties. The figure shows grip position on rated soft cups to move upwards in vertical direction the shinier they got rated, and move downwards for rated hard cups the shinier they got rated.](fpsyg-11-00215-g008){#F8}

When examining the peak velocity for transporting the cups, no effect was found for the rated glossiness and hardness, neither when examining the pre-reaching ratings nor the post-transportation ratings (all ps = n.s.). A significant effect, however, was found for perceived heaviness based on the post-transportation ratings collected after the last block of trials, χ^2^(1) = 14.49, *p* \< 0.001. The results suggest that the expected properties as based on the material appearance of the cups has a role in guiding reaching and grasping for the first encounters, but after the object lifting and during the transportation of the cup, the sensorimotor information based on the object weight becomes known, and consequently next physical interactions with similar objects are characterized by that updated knowledge.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

Visual perception of material properties has largely been studied via passive viewing of either static or dynamic images of materials (e.g., [@B51]). Consequently, less is known about the function of material perception in real environments when interacting with objects made of familiar materials. Here, we examined the role of visual perception of surface gloss and object weight in reach-to-grasp planning when handling familiar objects. Furthermore, we were interested to know if the visual perception of hardness was reflected in the spatio-temporal measurements of prehension. We therefore additionally examined if perceived hardness had a positive relationship with surface gloss, and if such relationship was incorporated in the handling of the objects.

According to the dual visuomotor channel theory in motor planning ([@B34], [@B35]), prehension is comprised of two movement components, reaching and grasping, encoded by two distinct visuomotor pathways that project from the visual cortex to the motor cortex. Due to the anatomical distinction, the two components are controlled separately, in which reaching is solely guided by the extrinsic properties such as the distance between the hand and the targeted object or the object's orientation, whereas grasping is based on the object's intrinsic properties such as its size. However, later studies have revealed that both intrinsic and extrinsic properties of objects can influence the motor control in reaching, thereby expanding the role of intrinsic properties in prehension (e.g., [@B41], [@B42]).

In our study, we found adjustment times in reaching were influenced by not only the object weight but also by the properties that described the materials the cups were made of, that is whether the cups had varnished appearance or not. In comparison, we found peak velocity in reaching to be unaffected by those same properties. This suggests that the beginning of reaching movements is for guiding the hand to the targeted location, whereas the deceleration period between the peak velocity and the object contact is for grasp preparation and therefore guided by the precision requirements based on the object properties. A meta-analysis based on 39 reach-to-grasp studies supports in fact such a division. Overall, [@B16] found extrinsic properties, such as the distance between the hand and the object, commonly guided the acceleration phase at the start of the reach, whereas the deceleration phase at the end of the movement was usually a preparation period for the grasp and therefore either guided by the object properties or by the abstract end-state goal, such as grasp-to-lift versus grasp-to-throw goals. Recent neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies support such earlier involvement of object properties in reaching as well ([@B32]; [@B53]; [@B54]; [@B38]; [@B28]).

Spatio-Temporal Evidence for Object Weight and Surface Gloss {#S4.SS1}
------------------------------------------------------------

We found the different object properties led to changes in reaching and grasping. The temporal components of reaching were initially guided by the material properties based on the visual appearance of the object and the object weight, while the timing of the MGA, and the selection of grip position were guided by the weight of the object alone.

Overall, we found object weight had a significant influence on adjustment time in reaching, both during the first block of trials, and across all blocks of trials, in which our participants took longer time to reach for heavier cups compared to lighter cups. Moreover, we found stimulus weight and rated heaviness based on the post-transportation ratings, influence the peak velocity during the transportation phase, in which filled cups (i.e., heavier) were moved significantly slower than empty (i.e., lighter) cups. In this respect, our results are in line with previous findings demonstrating longer planning phase of movements for objects made of heavy materials (e.g., brass) ([@B55]; [@B24]; [@B44], [@B43]). The filled cups were heavier than the empty cups because they comprised of an additional material, water, which is heavier than the paper cups alone. The longer adjustment times when reaching for filled cups could therefore be explained by how the object weight was manipulated. Certainly, the precision requirement is greater for the filled cups, since their weight was created by pouring fluid in them. As a consequence, the participants had to anticipate the material properties of the water based on their knowledge of liquids, to prevent spillage when handling the cups. Interestingly, securing the opening of the cups with lids did not affect the adjustment time in reaching, even though such changes reduced the risk of spilling. Moreover, we found no overall effect of whether the cups had a lid on or not on the temporal components of reaching, which highlights the role of object weight in prehension, although other properties of water might contribute as well. Nonetheless, we found reaching movements are guided by the expected precision requirements, in which objects that require greater precision to be handled without errors are approached slower due to their disposition ([@B19]).

The results also revealed a role of surface appearance in prehension. For the first block of trials, we found adjustment time was significantly shorter for cups with applied varnish, indicating a shorter grasp preparation time needed for such material appearance, compared to the longer planning phase, which we found for cups with matte appearance. Similarly, the regression analysis on the temporal data using the pre-reaching ratings as fixed effects revealed shorter adjustment time the shinier the cups got rated. We found, however, surface appearance to have no effect on the velocity speed when transporting the cups. Interestingly, the kinematic analysis revealed significant effect of object weight on adjustment time for all of the five blocks of trials individually. Whereas we only found significant effect of surface appearance (matte vs. shiny) on adjustment time for the first and the last block of trials, blocks 1 and 5, and not for the central blocks of trials, blocks 2, 3, and 4. It is likely that the participants were more aware of the object properties in the first and the last block of trials, compared to the central blocks due to the experimental task bound in them. In experimental blocks 1 and 5 the participants were asked to rate the cups using the provided scales for heaviness, hardness, and glossiness, whereas the central blocks of trials were conducted without any rating sessions. In block 1 the participants first rated the cups before reaching for them and relocating them, while in block 5 the participants knew they were going to rate the cups after they had relocated them. In other words, the instruction to form subjective impressions of the cups' properties might have enhanced the changes in the kinematic data.

The results demonstrate that object weight does not have a monopoly when it comes to planning and executing reaching movements. Instead visuomotor planning of reaching involves, to some extent, the expectations of material properties based on the surface appearance of the cup, in our case the glossiness of the cups. Then, after repeated object lifting the motor mechanism is updated by the provided sensorimotor information and the subsequent motor movements are adapted according to the object weight provided by the haptic feedback. Stimulus weight was found to have a prevailing effect on reaching movement after repeated trials, and continued to have an effect after the object contact by either reducing or increasing the transportation speed, depending on the object weight.

Further examination on the grip preparation before object contact, revealed MGA in reaching was not affected by the object properties, weight or surface gloss, as we found no significant effects on MGA size for the different types of cups. Instead, we found the duration times in reaching varied for the different types of properties and further examination revealed object weight (content: filled vs. empty) had a significant effect on the timing of the MGA in relations to the duration times for the different types of cups. The participants reached MGA earlier when reaching for filled cups compared to the empty cups, indicating a longer planning phase required after the MGA for those properties. Surprisingly, this effect on the MGA timing was not found when examining the absolute timing of MGA as measured as milliseconds from the movement start, which suggest the object properties have a role in motor planning after the MGA is reached. Similar findings for aperture in reaching have been reported before by [@B43], who found no effect on the size of MGA in reaching for their tested materials (Styrofoam, Wood, Brass, Slippery Brass), and no effect on its timing, measured as the duration time between the onset of reaching and MGA value. Instead, they found the timing of MGA varied in relations to the duration times, in which MGA occurred earlier when approaching objects made of Brass or Brass with slippery properties, compared to Styrofoam.

When examining the spatial components of the selection of grip position during the object contact, we found no effect of surface gloss. Instead, our results showed a clear effect of object weight, in which the participants positioned their grip at the cup's COM, rather than simply positioning the grip at the mere center of the cups. Supporting previous findings on the role of perceived mass in prehension ([@B55]; [@B9]; [@B15]; see [@B52] for a review). While the results indicated no influence of surface gloss on the position of the grip during the object contact, it indicated that the participants coordinated their grip position according to the object's perceived material class. The participants grabbed the cups at their assigned COM, based on the inferred weight, in which they anticipated the liquid filled cups to have lower COM than the empty cups, and positioned their grip accordingly. Interestingly, one would not have expected any grip deviations for liquid filled cups, as the cups are heavy and require precision in grip position to ensure stableness and prevent torque. Regardless, we found the participants positioned their grip center either at the axis of the cups' COM, or they positioned it below the absolute COM when reaching for the filled cups. A similar effect found by [@B55] and [@B43] when reaching for heavy objects. Our introspection suggests that the downward grip deviation from the COM is a strategy to secure a space above the grip in case the cups were heavier than expected and started to slip downward. That way the participants had space to reposition the grip if needed.

Rated Hardness and Glossiness {#S4.SS2}
-----------------------------

Hardness has been extensively studied in haptic perception (e.g., [@B33]; [@B6]), however in the context of visual material perception, little is known about hardness anticipation based on visual features when grasping objects made of materials that vary in compliance. In our study we hypothesized that the expected hardness of the cups would be reflected in the spatio-temporal measurements when reaching for the cups. Moreover, we hypothesized that rated hardness would have a positive relationship with the surface appearance of the cups, that is whether the cups had applied varnish or not, which would as well be reflected in the collected data.

In our study it is likely that the hardness ratings represented the expected density of the cups, as the ratings appeared to be influenced by the presence of the liquid in the cups. The filled cups were perceived harder (less deformable) compared to the empty cups, likely due to the liquidized content of the cups. Filling the cups with liquid creates a force against the inside walls of the cups, and results in perceived harder quality compared to cups without content. In terms of surface gloss, we found our participants rated the cups with the applied varnish to have harder quality compared to the ratings assigned to the matte cups. Moreover, CLMM analysis revealed significant relations between not only rated hardness and the content of the cups, but also between rated hardness and the surface gloss, which favors our assumption that there is a positive relationship between glossiness and hardness. When investigating the relationship between rated properties and the temporal data, we found adjustment time in reaching to be affected by the interaction between the expected glossiness and hardness, based on the pre-reaching data, however, the role of glossiness depended on how soft or hard the cups got rated. The participants reached slower for cups with rated hard qualities, compared to cups with rated soft qualities, and that distinction became larger the shinier the cups got rated. In other words, the planning phase in reaching was long for cups with rated hard properties and got longer the shinier the surface got rated, whereas the planning phase was shorter for cups with rated soft properties, and got shorter the shinier the surface got rated, suggesting a distinct categorical perception for hard and soft surfaces with shiny appearance.

Looking into the spatial data, we did not find surface appearance as an object property to have any effect on the selection of grip position. Regardless, we found cups with rated shiny and hard properties to be grabbed lower than cups with rated shiny and soft properties. We argue that cups with rated hard properties are expected to be denser, and due to the prior knowledge that dense materials tend to be heavy and that glossy surfaces are often slippery, the participants approach those cups with more caution. In comparison, cups with rated shiny and soft properties are expected to be lighter and with lower expected torque, which allows the participant to approach the cups with less precision and higher speed.

It is probable that we rely on stored associations based on material appearances to estimate hardness before interacting with an object. Associations that are based on previous experiences of interacting with objects with similar appearances and certain qualities, that are constantly being updated after every object contact. [@B26] among others have noted that the estimation of hardness of objects before touching them is an indistinct task, as any visual information other than the shape deformation itself are ambiguous. As he cleverly clarifies with an example of an object with wooden appearance that is estimated to have hard qualities, but then when that same object is deformed when touched, it is perceived to have soft qualities despite the appearance usually associated with hardness. Clearly, the shape alteration of the object is a much stronger cue for hardness than the visual surface texture of the object, but some textured information led us to think that the object had hard quality to begin with.

For future research it would be interesting to examine expected hardness based on material appearance in relations to grasp force anticipation. The current consensus is that grasp force increases with object weight ([@B57]; [@B37]), but less is known to what extend we rely on visual material appearances during force regulations when reaching for objects made of materials that require distinct approach due to their disposition. For instance, what optical characteristics segregate perceived soft objects from perceived hard objects, and do we rely on those characteristics to anticipate the required force to successfully lift the objects? Future research will hopefully clarify these questions.

We propose that the motor control of reaching involves a mechanism that has stored associations between visual material properties and their intrinsic properties, similar to what we have for size and weight (e.g., [@B5]). A mechanism that is constantly being updated when new information becomes available when exploring the physical world. Developmental studies on motor control have demonstrated, in fact such adaptation in reaching movements. They have shown that the control of adjustment time in reaching is an adaptive mechanism, which arises early in the perceptual motor development and is updated through repeated experiences of objects in various shapes and with various weights ([@B46]; [@B7]; [@B40]; [@B8]; [@B48]).

In sum, we found the temporal characteristics of the hand movements during a reaching task to be influenced by not only the weight of the cups but also by their glossy appearance and expected hardness, extending previous findings on the role of material perception in prehension. Here, we demonstrated that the deceleration period of reaching is a grasp-preparation period guided by both the expectation of the object's weight and its glossy surface appearance. Moreover, we demonstrated that the selection of grip position before object lifting is guided by the expected material properties, in which the cups were held at their respective COM.
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